
Hello,

I would like a quotation for 6061-T6 seamless aluminum tube, mill finish,
 300mm diameter, 5mm wall thickness, 5600mm long,  300x5x5600

I will need a complete formal  quote which includes  *all* the information below so there is no
misunderstanding.

Alibaba Trade Assurance required.

Your quote should cover *all* the below items:

1) COSTS:
Item 1) 7 pieces of 6061 T6 Aluminum tube 300*5*5600, mill finish, total 508 kg,  cost per kg.
Item 2) 14 pieces of 6061 T6 Aluminum tube 300*5*5600, mill finish, total 1016 kg,  cost per kg.

Please list any other costs.  Please do not include shipping, see #4 below.
Price is important but more so is my confidence in you as a supplier that my requirements are met, even at
extra cost (and patience)  to assure me of this.  Your careful attention to what I ask is very important to my
confidence in you as a supplier.

2) INSPECTION AND CERTIFICATION:
As part of the final inspection I would like  accurate  dimensions: diameter and length and weight of each
tube.

The wall thickness is very important to me as the tube will be welded to contain pressure. I need wall
thickness at least  5.0 mm but no thicker than 5.5 mm.  Thicker is better that thinner.  Can you assure me of
that? The weight of each tube just gives me the average wall thickness. Can you perform ultrasonic
measurement of wall thickness to assure me of this?  This is worth extra money to me
I would like a certification of the material being Aluminum 6001-T6 and its strength.  I need to know the Yield
Strength of the aluminum after extrusion and heat treatment.

3) TERMS:
I will use Alibaba Trade Assurance with inspection.
Payment 30% when placing order.
Balance on good inspection before shipping. Payment will be made through Alibaba trade assurance

4) SHIPPING:
In your quote please provide Length, Width, Height  and weight of  the seaworthy package you will have at
the Chinese port.
Please provide the name of Chinese port you will ship from, Tianjin, Shanghai etc.

I prefer to arrange shipping through Alibaba (Freightos) to pickup at a Chinese Port and deliver to my
warehouse.

If something is not agreeable to you, please let me know.
Thank you very much.  I hope to hear from you soon.

Mr. Edward (Ed) Kelleher
Macro Inc.
1730 Augusta Road
West Columbia, SC 29169 USA


